Social Studies: Grade 6 at a Glance

Building a Nation (1867 to 1914)

6.1.1 A New Nation
6.1.2 Manitoba Enters Confederation
6.1.3 A New Maritime Province

An Emerging Nation (1914 to 1945)

6.2.1 World War I
6.2.2 World War II

Shaping Contemporaneous Canada (1945 to Present)

6.3.1 Overview of Contemporaneous Canada
6.3.2 A Changing and Diverse Population
6.3.3 A Modern Industrialized Nation
6.3.4 Canada on the World Stage

Canada Today: Democracy, Diversity, and the Influence of the Past

6.4.1 Expressions of Canadian Identity
6.4.2 Government in Canada
6.4.3 A Community of Communities
6.4.4 Creating a Just Society
6.4.5 Canadian Democracy in the World Context

Active Democratic Citizenship

- Be willing to participate in democratic processes to protect and affirm their Aboriginal ties.
- Be willing to support the ideals of democracy and contribute to local democratic processes.

Managing Information and Ideas

- Be willing to participate in democratic processes to protect and affirm their Aboriginal ties.
- Be willing to support the ideals of democracy and contribute to local democratic processes.

Critical and Creative Thinking

- Be willing to participate in democratic processes to protect and affirm their Aboriginal ties.
- Be willing to support the ideals of democracy and contribute to local democratic processes.

Communicating

- Be willing to participate in democratic processes to protect and affirm their Aboriginal ties.
- Be willing to support the ideals of democracy and contribute to local democratic processes.